
About Minor Swing

We had finished our Saturday night gig at the little cabaret on Rue Sufflot, Emil and me, and 
(tired and just a little drunk) we were stumbling homewards to Emil’s place on Rue de la 
Huchette, feet throbbing, fingertips aching from hours of intense playing, lacking even the solace 
of a night’s pay for a night’s work since, at closing time, it had turned out we owed the bartender 
more than we had earned, but smiling (we were) nonetheless, as we soaked up the warm March 
evening air, glad to know we could sleep in on Sunday morning, somehow not even upset that 
we had no wine left at Emil’s for a decent nightcap, when we rounded the corner onto Boulevard 
St. Michelle and saw that LeGrande was set up in that little traffic circle beside the Luxembourg 
Gardens fence.  As always, he was in fine form despite the late hour, fingers flying across the 
keyboard of his tiny but surprisingly loud six-octave piano on wheels.  A decent crowd had 
gathered, some tourists, some civilians, a few tired musicians heading home from the night 
shift.  Louie was there.  And Percy, smoking his bored Gauloise.  When LeGrande finished his 
tune (How High The Moon, maybe? I don’t recall now…) he waved us across to his island and 
told us to unpack our axes as we were to join him on Minor Swing.  Tired as we were, there was 
no refusing LeGrande’s invitation…his gentle good nature, his scruffy smile, his generous 
bearing, our owing him 100 francs from last week—all these factors played into our decision to 
accept his offer.  As he whipped up the crowd (“Ladies and gentlemen, such a treat you now are 
in for!”, etc., etc) we unpacked and tuned and by the time the downbeat hit there were maybe 30 
folks hanging out to listen—a better crowd than we’d enjoyed (endured?) that night at the 
cabaret, that’s for sure.  When we finished, many offerings were delivered to LeGrande’s tip jar, 
and later, when we divvied up the kitty, we, of course insisted that LeGrande keep our share of 
the take in partial payment of our week-old debt.  But the sprightly old man would not hear of it 
and we left with enough for one more bottle of Bordeaux from the open-late place on St. 
Germaine along with Legrande’s admonishment not to forget about the 100 francs.  

I’m  glad I had my recorder with me.


